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The educational system is one of the few systems that have not found until this date a worldwide
accepted solution when it comes to building educational apps. And knowing the importance of
educational systems in developing future generation, further research is important in this field.
This article analyses one possible solution in building a centralized library of educational
pieces that can be reutilized through different applications. The methodology name is component-based software development and through this paper, it is investigated the way this can
impact the way educational systems are developed. To achieve this goal different studies are
analyzed to underline the most common advantages and disadvantages of CBSD, which then
are analyzed through the aspects and problems that the current educational system is facing.
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Introduction
In recent years, technology has evolved
exponentially and influenced the way of living. This impact was seen even in domains
that in the past it did not seem possible to introduce it for a clear benefit. No matter if we
talk about the healthcare environment, juridical field and even educational system they all
felt obliged to keep up with the trend to still
be relevant for the current society. The paper
will focus on the transition from traditional
education to e-education and how the methodology of component software development
can help in smoothing this process.
More and more countries are turning their attention in implementing a digital environment
for education because having an educated society that is a “digital native” one can be the
key to a great civilization, one that can help in
growing a community globally. Having a
worldwide process of digitalization can bring
lots of benefits like having the knowledge, experts and other resources public accessible for
anyone at any time. But to be able to conquer
the full potential of educational software developers and also the educators need to give
importance to ways in which technology can
help without hurting the process of learning.
In a recent publication [1] that analyzes 126
evaluations of ways in which technology is
used in education, it is shown four important

key results. First one is regarding the fact that
even though access to computer and internet
alone do not improve grades, it can increase
computer proficiency. The second result
shows that educational software that is well
designed to help students acquire skills in
their own passing has shown that it can be useful and has great potential. The third finding
presents the fact that small piece of one-time
action like reminders can be really useful and
impact on various education-related tasks,
sometimes at a lower cost. The last discovery
is the most expected by the educator community and shows that online and in-person instructions are combined they can work as traditional in-person only classes. On the other
hand, the study also showed that students in
online-only courses tend to perform worse
than students in in-person-only courses.
Besides all of this, when constructing an e-educational tool it is important to have in mind
that for a good blending education the developer needs to take into consideration different
teaching styles, different curricula and different needs that pupils can have because all of
these are particular from region to region, institution to institution. So, getting to a point
where the educational tool meets the expectations that the public eye has a lot of effort
should be concentrated into it. On these
grounds, where these cannot be a one man job,
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but instead a community effort it is clear why
it is expected to analyze methodologies that
can transform the dream into reality. The one
that makes the subject of this study is about
introducing the mindset of software reutilization in the development of e-education.
So, this paper aims to explore how the community can benefit from creating a worldwide
library of pieces that can be used and reused
and refined through different needs and expectations. These components can benefit
from expert knowledge and help in growing
from everyone interested in helping the system. For the first part of this paper will try to
analyze synthesis and present what are the
most mentioned advantages and disadvantages of component-based software development in articles, studies and conference papers, throughout the years. In the second part,
all the findings will be seen through the eyes
of the building and educational tool. So, the
advantages will be analyzed through the impact they have in developing a collaborative
environment for building educational components. The problems of component-based
software development that the analyzed studies outlined will be reflected throughout the
way they are impacting on e-education.
The study will be an eye-opener towards how
CBSD opportunities and challenges are seen
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in the eyes of the specialists as their opinions
emerge from scientific articles and to come to
a conclusion if developing a library of components can be an option for helping in increasing popularity of e-education.
2 How CBSD emerged
More than fifty years ago, McIlory [2] proposed to the world of software developers a
new concept that was inspired by the industrialization of engineering fields, a concept that
could change the mentality of the community
and could help the process of bringing software to the market in a faster rhythm. This
idea is based on commercial component production, building a product from little pieces
that can be manufactured anywhere and be
used by different companies into different
projects. This way the methodology of Component-Based Software Engineering, also
known as component-based software development (CBSD) arisen.
In the modern days, the CBSD methodology
can be easily explained by thinking of it as a
Lego game. There is one big software system
that needs a lot of effort to be built, but this
one can be broken into smaller pieces, just like
Lego parts, that can have a function on their
own and can be used in other systems as well.

Fig. 1. Component-based software development
As shown in Figure 1 usually there are different components, little pieces on the market,
that can be chosen to be put together in order
to resolve a more complex need. It at some
point a piece becomes obsolete it should be

easily swapped out with a new one. So all
components that were built keeping in mind
the purpose of reutilization can be later put in
a library and can be used to build different
types of systems, systems that can continually
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grow and transform through replacing or updating different components. [3]
Therefore, in the component thinking spirit,
the development team starts from the systems’
requirements and tries to cover most of them
with components that already exist on the
market. For the more specific needs of the
product, the developers create the necessary
parts as standalone pieces that respond to certain purposes and that can be used and reused
over time to build something new. Every little
piece is working on its own and can be reused
with little or no modification. For the success
of this architecture, the parts must be well documented, with less to no effort to understand,
accessible for deployment, simple to update to
recent versions and painless to replace by
other pieces.
3 More about Components
The specialty literature has a few definitions
when it comes to software components; these
pieces that can be put together to build more
complex applications. One definition presents
software components as being an encapsulated container that is platform free and written into a neutral language and that can be accessible from the outside through an interface
[4]. Microsoft Corporation emphasizes that a
component is a unit ready for packaging, distribution or delivery that brings services
within encapsulation boundary or data integrity. In another definition [5] a software component is seen as a unit that has an interface
following some clear specifications and designed for a certain context, having some
specified dependencies. Moreover, a software
component can be deployed as a standalone
part, independently. To summarize a software
component is a piece with a well-defined interface that is platform free, reusable and encapsulated to be ready for distribution and delivery independently from other components.
In addition, it is important to remember that a
component is built to solve a need, a certain
scenario of utilization.
The components are built in the idea of reutilization, idea that has a word saying in the way
the architecture and also the development
should be structured and planned. To be able
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to bring benefits to this kind of development,
the components should fulfill some requirements as mentioned in [6] :
 Standardization – CBSD components
have the data, interface, composition defined to meet a standard component
model
 Independence – a component should not
be linked with other components be particular needs, instead, they should be able
to be deployed and composed with little
effort. In the case they have particular requests, they should be specified in the interface
 Documentation – to enable the full potential of components they require to be very
well documented so the developers can
quickly understand if that component can
be useful for their project
 The ability to be easily deployable – a
component has to be self-contained and
must have the behavior of a stand-alone
entity. Usually, a component is developed
in a binary way, with no need for compilation before deployment. If a component
is a service, the deployment is on the service provider side.
 Composability – a component must be
able to interact with other pieces and for
this, it must have a public specified interface, with information about its methods
and attributes.
4 Types of Reutilization
As mentioned before, components can be seen
as little boxes formed from code and documentation. Depending on the access to this information, components can be developed having different types of reutilization in mind [7]
:
White Box Reutilization
White box reutilization means that the developer gains access to all the parts of the component no matter if it is the interface, the documentation or the code. In case that the component requires to be improved with additional functionalities, it can be easily modified
through inheritance or delegation to solve the
newly appeared needs.
Black Box Reutilization
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In the case of black box, the developer that
wants to use the component gets access only
to the available interface, not having any kind
of information regarding the way the component was implemented. In this situation, the
component must have a clear documentation
of the methods and restrictions necessary.
Glass Box Reutilization
Glass box reutilization is a type of reutilization where the user can see both the exterior
and the interior but cannot “touch” the interior. Even though the developer cannot
change the implementation, he can still have a
better understanding of the solution, making
the interaction with the component clearer.
5 Research Method
For the purpose of this article, the research
method includes different stages: searching
for studies related to CBSD, evaluating their
information, determining which the most encountered characteristics are and relating the
findings within the topic of education.
The quantitative approach was chosen to complete the purpose of this paper. Multiple research papers, 10 papers for the advantages
and 7 for the challenges, where studied to present a closer to reality overview on the impact
CBSD has on software development. The conclusion on the suitability of using this methodology for creating a centralized library of
pieces that can be used for helping the educational system in building applications that can
be relevant in the global community is drawn
after analyzing the discoveries from the point
of view of the needs of education.
Paper selection

Advantages/
Challenges

Category

Reusability

Advantages

In the first stage, databases like Google
Scholar, Science Direct and others were
searched for significant studies. For this selection were chosen publications from 2010 up to
now, that contained in their title keywords
like:,, component-based software development”, “component-based software engineering“, “advantages” , “challenges”, “disadvantages”.
In the next stage, all the abstracts were dissected and the studies that did not respond to
expectations were rejected from the research.
In the last step, every article was deciphered
and only for the ones that were considered relevant, the advantages and disadvantages were
outlined in order to draw attention to the most
important ones.
Process
After the selection of the articles that were
suitable, the advantages and disadvantages
discussed were extracted. The ones that were
most present through the studies are the ones
that will be present in the paper. They will be
analyzed after investigating some of the problems of the educational system to discover
how they can bring value to it.
Results
In Table 1 is presented an overview of the
findings. Every advantage and challenge is
shown in relation to the articles in which it
was mentioned. This way it is easier to understand which the most relevant features on
CBSD are as they emerge through the specialized literature. For example, it is easier to see
that reusability is a key characteristic that was
mentioned in all the studies that were relevant
for the advantages.

Table 1. Results
Description

Citation

Reusability refers to being able to use one [8];
[9];
component for different types of applica- [10]; [11];
tions where it can solve different needs.
[12]; [13];
[14]; [15];
[16]; [17]
Reduce develop- Giving the fact that sometimes the devel- [8];
[9];
ment time
oper has to choose the component he wants [10]; [11];
to use instead of building everything from [12]; [13];
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Reduce costs

Improve quality

Challenges
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scratch, lots of studies consider reduce development an important advantage.
Building software from scratch can be really expensive, but building software from
components that already exist on the market
can sometimes be a cost-efficient solution.
Components that are used in a variety of applications can improve the quality of the
software that uses them.

Increase produc- Using components that have evolved
tivity
through time and different types of applications and testing can really help transmitting
expert knowledge throughout different systems.
Reduce complex- Having to build an application from smaller
ity
part with simple functionality can transform
the nightmare of building a big application
into something simpler.
Maintainability
Having to change some functionality in the
application can be easier when you only update or replace certain parts of the application and try to figure out how to include the
new needs in a big monolith.
Easier software In CBSD, software construction can be strip
construction
down to choosing the right components for
you needs and combining them, like Lego
pieces, in building the solution.
Finding suitable Finding the right components for the needs
components
of certain application can be really a pain.
On the market there are lots of components
not well documented or having any endorsement from other users. Sometimes the
developers have to choose a component that
does not completely cover the functionality
they desire. In this case they either complete
the functionality on their own; either they
rethink the functionalities of the software.
Maintenance
Maintaining a component to the higher
standards can really be a challenge. Trying
to keep the component up with the newest
technologies and discoveries from the market while keeping it standardize and general
as possible can require a lot of effort from
the development team.
Updates
There are few companies that keep updating
components after their selling. In most
cases when a developer wants to update a
component by its own it has to either alter

[14]; [15];
[16]; [17]
[8]; [10];
[11]; [12];
[13]; [14];
[15]; [16];
[17]
[8];
[9];
[10]; [11];
[12]; [13];
[14]; [16];
[8];
[9];
[10]; [11];
[12]; [14];
[15];
[8]; [14];
[15]; [16];
[17]
[8]; [13];
[14]; [16]

[16]; [17]

[8];
[9];
[11]; [13];
[14]; [15];
[18]

[8];
[9];
[13]; [14];
[15]; [18]

[8];
[9];
[13]; [14];
[15]; [18]
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the code, in case it has access to it, either to
replace the component with one that is
more suitable.
Ambiguous Re- When building a component, the developer
quirements
has to have in mind different restrictions
like: the component must be generic, with
few to none restrictions regarding architecture or environment and has to solve a certain need that it can repeat itself in numerous software.
Interoperability
In cases where the component is developed
in a black box matter, where doesn’t have a
good documentation is hard to understand
everything will look in the great scheme of
things.
Testing
Even though the components claim to be
tested as individual parts, testing them after
combined can be a really hard thing to do.
6 E-education Nowadays
To be able to correlate the gathering regarding
CBSD methodology with the educational system, firstly it is needed to find more about it.
In recent years, an excitement around the way
technology can have a significant saying in
education system can be seen. Various countries are trying to concentrate their power in
this direction. Even throughout all of these efforts there are still pupils that do not have access to an internet connection at home and for
whom having a computer for solving homework is a faraway dream.
What is education lacking today?
In today’s society it is important to form individuals that are capable to use technology as a
helper in their day-to-day life. As the generations are evolving, more and more jobs require
these skills. Modern education requires developing the next civilization, a digital native
one. To be able to deliver solutions for it, solutions that can emerge rapidly to be relevant
to current society and gain support worldwide
it is relevant knowing the obstacles and needs
of the system now. Even though from region
to region it may seem that there are differences, the problems different education systems face can be generalized to similar issues
throughout the globe.
As mentioned in [19] , [20] and [21] the difficulties can be summarized as:











[8];
[9];
[11]; [14];
[18]

[8]; [14];
[15]; [18]

[8]; [11];
[13]; [18]

lack of funds and other resources: intuitions worldwide are faced with restricted
budgets that limit their power in changing
the poor infrastructure and equipment and
with less human power than needed that
obstructs the time of innovation to doing
necessary things
lack of executive power for the teachers:
important decisions regarding the educational systems changes are not in the
hands of the teachers. Furthermore, when
having innovative ideas teachers need to
go up against a barrier of paperwork and
administrative and management office to
explain the importance of that change
lack of access to development: sometimes for using certain application the
teachers need trainings on how to use
them, or forming other skills to operate
them. Usually the access to this kind of
resources is hard get and the teachers are
discourage in using the technology in
their lectures
lack of curricula updates: the curricula is
outdated, not focusing on the creative
thinking skills critical for the digital native generation, but on the ability to memorize and stock information that it is not
such a critical feature for today’s society
lack of personalized learning paths: each
individual in our society is different and
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these difference makes him special.
Therefore, the way he learns, discovers
and transforms the information he receives from outside is also unique. For
developing a great civilization of individual human beings that are at their best, the
educational system must be able to offer
personalized learning paths
The impact of technology in education
A recent study [1] has shown the ed-tech can
really go beyond the hype and the marketing
and can really improve the way pupils are
learning when applied correctly. Some of the
findings can be kept in mind when thinking
about building a library of components for developing more the educational systems.
Firstly, an important key result is the fact that
granting pupils access to computers and internet alone do not improve their grade so this
imply the need to build and give access to applications specially developed for them. Another fact of interest for this research is the
idea that the students respond well to educational software developed for particular skills
at their own pace. And the most important
finding is that blended learning can work as

well as traditional classes. Moreover, students
in in-person-only courses tend to perform better than the students in online classes only.
The ideal educational software
From these findings it can be draw the image
of an ideal education technological environment. A software that should be cost-efficient,
easy to use, modular per pupils needs, intertwined with the in-person assistance, quickly
to modified, little to none effort in updating it
and making it relevant, and that can share expert knowledge worldwide with ease.
7 CBSD suitable for Building Educational
Software
This paper proposes to analyze the advantages
and challenges that building a library of components for educational system can bring on
the way. All of this will be reflected through
the findings discovered previously.
Benefits of CBSD
CBSD can bring lots of benefits when implemented right. As shown in fig. 2 the most reiterated advantages through the selected articles are: reusability, reduction of time to market, cost reduction, quality improvement.

Benefits of CBSD
Improve quality
15%

Reusability
18%

Maintanability
7%

Reduce time
to market
18%

Easier software
construction
4%
Increase productivity
13%

Reduce complexity
9%

Reduce cost
16%

Fig. 2. Benefits of CBSD
Increase in reusability
The concept of reusability in CBSD it the
most important characteristic of this methodology has. Different component can be assembled and reassembled together to serve different purposes. [9] Components are developed

to respond to particular needs, needs that can
repeat themselves throughout different systems. For example, a login component can be
used by a variety of software platforms. If in
some cases new requirements arise then the
component can be updated.
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In the perspective of building educational
software this concept can really be helpful.
Developing a library of components specialize on different topics related to education like
different types of exercises, different types of
learning methods, covering different needs of
education can create the basis of access to resources in building the best e-educational system for our children, a system that is able to
deliver personalized learning paths based on
pupil needs. These components can be available to use worldwide, a fact that can lead to a
unified knowledge of education, with access
to different experts in this field. Every teacher
can access the resources that he thinks fits best
his pupils and can help them to assimilate
skills for life faster.
Reduction of development time
When building an application from assembling components, where most of them already exist on the market it is clear that the
amount of time necessary during the development phase it is less compering with building
a totally new application from scratch with all
the designing, coding and testing involved
into it. In addition, if the components already
exist in other systems and they had already
been validated as efficient, user-friendly, bugfree it is easier to introduce the application to
public and it can be more positively received
and embraced.
In a continuously changing world, where people need different skills from generation to
generation in order to improve quality of life,
it is important that ed-tech keeps up being relevant. Being able to choose from different
components the ones that are relevant for the
current times and being able to be combined
for the wanted application it can really reduce
the time needed for bringing actualize education content to the market.
Cost Reduction
Lots of the studies highlighted the fact that
CBSD has an impact on the budget needed for
development. Instead of building software
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from zero, the development is based on integrating pre-fabricated software components
[8]. This way less man-power and resources
are needed in developing software, things that
can lead to savings.
Bearing in mind that the main problem of education is the reduced budget, the advantage
that CBSD proposes can be a game changer in
making educational software accessible to
more institutions and pupils worldwide. Having a library of components that can be developed in an open source manner can open the
door to building different types of apps with
reduced cost, applications that can diversify
the market for educational software and
maybe can resolve some certain scenarios of
utilization at a lower cost.
Improvement of quality
The quality of software in the case of CBSD
depends on the quality of its individual components [22]. Considering that most of the
components are developed in different teams
and are used by different applications, the
quality of them it is assured and validated by
being on the market for a while and being
tested in different configurations.
An application that has a good quality, it is an
application that can easily gain reputation on
the market and can easily become popular to
the public. In the perspective of an “ed-app”
having a good quality means being renowned
and becoming more and more the first choice
of teachers and pupils. This way the relevant
resources can be easily visible, used worldwide assuring the software received by the
market is a good one that can be reliable.
Challenges of CBSD
When talking about a solution it is always important to know from the start what challenges
it can bring along the way. As shown in fig. 3
the most reemerged challenges from the analyzed studied are regarding finding the right
components, updating and maintaining the
components, ambiguous requirements and
fixing problems.
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Challenges of CBSD
Maintenance
19%

Fixing problems
12%

Interoperability
12%

Updating
19%

Ambiguos
Requirements
16%

Finding suitable
components
22%

Fig. 3. Challenges of CBSD
Choice of components
When it comes to CBSD, the developer has
the difficult task to identify and choose the
proper components that can cover all the requirements of the product. As the market is
limited, it is hard to find something that will
cover the needs one hundred percent. As [18]
mentioned before, this problem can be overpowered by picking the right components
from the available pool of choices and trying
to cover most of the requirements that were
negotiated with the stakeholders.
It is clear that when it comes to component reusability, the generality, scalability and adaptability are really important and therefore the
investment in it is more demanding.
In developing educational software, this challenge is even more overwhelming. The developer should have clearly in mind what he
wants to obtain, what he is ready to bargain
and what he can cover by his own. He also
should have a metric to evaluate the components and choose the ones that can really bring
a benefit to ease the process of learning.
Updating & Maintenance
When thinking of CBSD one must have in
mind that while the overall maintenance costs
can be less than a totally new software, the individual component maintenance price can be
higher since the component must be ready to
face different needs, different environments
and even different types of customers with
different expectations towards quality and

support [14].
Moreover, when it comes to modifying the application, the developer either has to update
the components to meet the new requirements;
either has to find replacements for the existing
parts, replacements that can fit the needed
modifications. Sometimes, the components
are developed by externals and the in-house
knowledge is little which can lead to lots of
problems. Also if the components are developed into a black-box method nothing can be
done to adapt them to the necessities of the application.
Looking at this challenge from the perspective
of educational software it is clear that this
should be an important issue to watch out for
because the educational system has little resources to deal with it and on the other side it
is important to keep up with changes to still be
relevant. This challenge can be overcome by
choosing the right components from the start.
Ambiguous requirements
Managing, defining and refining requirements
are really important actions in every development process and even more important in
CBSD methodology. The CBSD components
are developed with the purpose of reutilization, which means that they have to be packaged and reused in different types of applications. Therefore, after the requirements are
collected and analyzed, the best path to a generalized the component has to be chosen [14].
So to be able to build components for helping
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the educational software industry a good
amount of resources should be invested in refining the needs and defining proper components, components that are based on findings
like blended-learning is better than computer
only learning and how different methods and
paces can really help the learning process.
Fixing problems
When testing an application, the final aim is
to know that the customer needs are covered
without any problems and at an accepted level
of quality. The lack of detail regarding the
source code that appears in the case of external components makes tracking errors an actual problem. Furthermore, if some bugs are
found in components with vendors unwilling
to deliver fixes, the developers have a difficult
time trying different workarounds to find fixes
and sometimes the only solution is to change
the entire component.
In the vision of developing an educational system based on components having bugs that
cannot be fixes can really impact the public
eye in a bad way. This challenge can be also
overcome by choosing the right components,
components from trustworthy vendors, components that are already used successfully and
components where the developer has access to
the code and can intervene in the case of an
issue.
8 Conclusion
Nowadays the systems that are the base of this
society like healthcare, legal, education, have
to improve and become more relevant in this
world that is in a continuous change, where
technology is evolving at an exponential rate
and where society is facing everyday new
problems.
This paper is trying to concentrate its attention
to the educational system and what problems
he faces today in introducing technology as a
primary aiding tool. The main focus is to create a clear view on how the CBSD methodology can be used and useful in helping the system step up to the public expectations, while
also keeping an eye on the current problems
such as lack of funds and teacher empowerment, lack of access to resources, curricula
updates and personalized learning paths. Also,
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the newer information on how technology can
be used in improving the students learning
process is kept in mind in this review. To find
out if the idea of having a library of components specialized on the needs and requirements of the educational systems could be a
feasible solution different characteristic of
CBSD where analyzed. From reducing development time to reducing costs, increasing
quality and even increasing reusability, the
advantages of CBSD cannot be overlooked
when it comes to building the future of e-education. However, in this study challenges such
as choice of components, difficulty in updating, maintenance, testing and ambiguous requirements are not omitted as they paint a
clear vision of the real life and the obstacles
that someone has to be considered when
choosing this solution.
This research has managed to lay out the most
important advantages that can be achieved by
overcoming the challenges that derive from
CBSD, both of which have been mentioned in
the specialized literature. Based on this study
one can conclude that CBSD is the right
choice to make in order to improve the development of educational software considering
all the problems this system faces and building a library of educational components with
a strong community behind can be a suitable
solution.
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